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Surgical Masks Recreated
Scholars designed surgical masks 
using art materials of their choice. 



Hayden J.
Team Veritas



                                                Among Us                                   

Brianna G.
Team Veritas



I used markers and 
black Sharpie markers. 
Looking out the window 
and seeing a rainbow 
inspired me to make 
this. The challenge was 
getting the right color 
but I worked with it. I 
learned that you should 
never give up. I want 
people to know that this 
is great artwork. 

Laila T.
Team Veritas



The materials I used were scissors, silk, and mask. My mom's black silk mask 
inspired me to make a yellow and blue mask. I had no challenge on the way 
but the paint mess. I learned teamwork and to be creative I had a lot of fun 
during this project. I want people to know how to have a creative thing. It 
does not have to be perfect.

Stephon C.
Team Veritas



Maya P.
Team Veritas

I used The mask And 
Markers. A picture 
inspired me. A 
challenge was that it 
was hard to draw on 
the mask. I learned 
that I had a lot of fun. 
I want people to know 
that if they try their 
hardest like I did then 
they will Succeed. 



I used markers. I 
want to entertain 
people. My 
challenge was that 
my markers dry out. 
I learned that I can 
design anything. I 
want people to 
know that I really 
worked hard on my 
mask. 

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



My mask! The materials that I have used are Markers and my mask! What inspired me 
was the juicy fruit Watermelon! A challenge was the marker bleeding through the 
mask, but i tried and it did not come out great but that is ok! I learned the mistakes 
are what you learn from. I want people to know that things don’t come out as 
expected and that’s ok!

Shania D.
Team Veritas



Jayden Nelson
Team Veritas

I used my sketch pad and 
pencil. Something that 
inspired me to make this 
artwork was because I 
wanted to show people 
how I can make it and what 
I did. One thing that was a 
challenge was lining my 
lines up and thinking about 
what to put. I learned to try 
my best and keep on 
working. I want people to 
know how I did my work 
and what I did to do it.



I used a black, and red marker 
to create this project. 
Something that inspired me to 
do this was my imagination. A 
challenge that I had to come 
over was the mask was really 
hard so it was hard to draw 
on , and I came over it by 
laying out the mask flat and it 
became easier. I learned that I 
can be an artist too. I want the 
people to know that it's my 
work.

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



I used color markers and a surgical mask. I was inspired to create this artwork. I 
was so happy. The challenge was drawing on the mask and I overcome it by practice, 
watching a youtube video on how to draw a cat. I learned from creating this 
artwork that I can get better.  I want people to know about my work..

Naliyah B.
Team Veritas



Tamia Y.
Team Veritas



I used markers and a sharpie pen. What inspired me to do this mask was the game Among Us that I 
play alot. I had trouble drawing a character venting but I was able to fix it by coloring it black and 
making it look like the back of the character.  I learned that you can always fix your mistakes by 
adding something new.  I want people to know that I worked hard on this mask and that I am proud 
of myself.



In this piece of artwork I 
used colored pencils and 
markers. I got the idea from 
a photo that I saw on the 
internet. A challenge for me 
was creating an ombre. I 
learned that creating an 
ombre is harder than it looks. 
I want people to see the 
different colors I used in my 
artwork

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas

Surgical Mask



Shoe Design

Our Scholars became shoe 
designers in this art lesson. 



Shoe Master
I used a Green, Yellow, 
and Black marker. My 
shoe inspired me to do 
this because it had 
green and yellow on it. I 
had no challenge 
because It was easy. I 
learned that anybody 
can become an artist 
if they try hard 
enough. I want them to  
know that it's my 
work..

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



The reason why I drew 
this type of shoe is 
because they are the 
shoes that I wear a lot 
when I go to church. The 
designs I put on the 
shoes are from one of 
my favorite games. My 
cousin and I play it a lot 
and it holds a favorite 
important place is my 
heart.  It is one of the 
only games where I have 
gotten really good at it.

Hayden J.
Team Veritas



I used colored pencils and 
markers. I created this 
artwork because I 
thought about the queen 
of hearts. I had no 
challenges making this 
shoe. It was quite easy 
and fun. I learned how to 
make a realistic shoe. I 
want people to see how I 
drew all the hearts on the 
sneaker.

Hearts Shoe Design

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



Maya P.
Team Veritas

I used colored 
pencils. What 
inspire me is that 
I have an orange 
shoe, yellow 
shoes and black 
shoes I wanted 
to combine it all 
together.



I used markers to 
colors. What inspired 
me to create the shoe 
was the symbol of 
being humble which is 
the wing.. The challenge 
I overcame was getting 
creative, which is out 
of my comfort zone. I 
learn that it is okay to 
get out of my 
comfort zone. I want 
people to know that 
my artwork is inspire 
kids.

Tamia Y.
Team Veritas



Jordans

I used markers and 
colored pencils, and a 
normal pencil. I really 
like the brand of the 
shoe. I like doing this. It 
is very helpful to me. Ii 
feel like I will be the 
best artist ever and iI 
keep trying and never 
give up at all.

Drew C.
Team Veritas



Cotton Candy

The materials used are 
maker color and this 
inspired to create 
artwork is so happy, the 
challenges part draw like 
a nice picture that 
overcomes it to better. i 
learned from creating 
this artwork to keep 
practicing i want people 
to know about my work 
that am better.

Naliyah B.
Team Veritas



Jayden N.
Team Veritas

Something that inspired 
was seeing other 
artists do work like it. 
Something that inspired 
was seeing other 
artists do work like it. 
A challenge was trying 
to upload the pictures 
onto the slide. I learned 
never to give up and 
keep trying. I want 
people to know that I 
tried my best. 



The materials I used were a 
marker and a piece of paper. I 
was inspired by the shoe my 
mom bought me for my birthday. 
I used that as an idea on what to 
draw. The challenge about 
drawing the shoe is that I had to 
finish the design of the shoe and 
illustrate the shoe. I learned how 
to design a shoe without a 
problem. It was bumpy on the 
way but I overcame it. What I 
want people to know about the 
artwork is that not everything 
has to be perfect but atleast you 
have to try. 

Stephon C.
Team Veritas



Shania D. 
Team Veritas



I used colored pencil 
and markers. I was 
inspired by everything. 
It was hard at first 
but I got used to it. I 
learned how to draw 
a shoes. I want people 
to know that It came 
from the heart. This 
shoe is amazing and 
awesome!!  

         

Brianna G.
Team Veritas



I used markers. I was inspired because Christmas is coming and I want to 
do Christmas theme. I learned that I love Christmas. 

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



The materials that I used 
were colored pencils. The 
video inspired me to create 
my shoe. The shoe was the 
most challenge ever. IIt is fun 
to do. I want people to think 
it is nice.

Amauri M.
Team Veritas



Laila T.
Team Veritas



Khamari G.
Team Veritas

Skateboard Shoe



Jazae B.
Team Veritas



My Oreo Shoe
I used a pencil, sharpie, and 
sharpie pen. What inspired me to 
make this artwork was my 
cousin's dog Oreo. What inspired 
me to make this artwork was my 
cousin's dog Oreo.  I learned that 
shoe design can be very different.  
I want people to know how much I 
liked doing this shoe design

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Name Design
Our Scholars created name designs using a 
reflection technique with oil pastels, 
markers, or colored pencils. Some Scholars 
used the digital app wordart.com to create 
their name design. 



I used markers. I want to  show people what's on my mind. School. The challenge is when 
sometimes I accidentally go out of line. I learned that I can draw anything I want. I want 
people to say, “”Hey, this a wonderful piece of art”.

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



I used watercolors and sharpie! The meaning of my name inspired me! A challenge was 
when I wrote my name because I had to do it perfectly. I overcame this by using the paint 
and sharpie to bring it together. I want people to know that your name is what identifies 
you the most. 

Shania D.
Team King



I used paint so that the 
colors will pop. I used the 
ocean as an inspiration. I 
used  bright colors because 
I used bright colors so that 
It can pop more. I want 
people to know that you 
should not be ashamed of 
you artwork. 

Tamia Y.
Team Veritas



Name Design
I used pencil to design and 
markers to color. What 
inspired me to create this 
artwork was my brain. My 
challenge was writing my name 
because I couldn’t find what 
kind of letters I wanted to use 
to spell my name but I found 
one and stuck with it. I learned 
that my name can look really 
cool with color and design. I 
want people to know that I 
worked hard on this project 
and had a lot of fun.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



                                       
What I used for my name is color pencils a black sharpie paint and paint and I just made a Lotta 
lines in a lot of boxes on my paper so I can fill my full paper when I colored it in and then when I 
was finished with everything I just took some white paint and I held the paintbrush over the paper 
and I tap the paintbrush so I can make the white dots and I also used a lot of colors. That’s what I 
did for my name.

                                                       
Jazae B.

Team Veritas





Laila T.
Team Veritas



I used a Pencil and a Sharpie. I 
saw zentangles on google so I 
decided to make this artwork. 
Making the zentangles was a 
challenge for me but I thought 
the best way to overcome 
that was to make the design 
slowly. I learned that making 
zentangles is fun. I want people 
to notice my name.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



In my project I had 
used Markers. 
Something that 
inspired me to make 
this is my imagination. 
While I was making 
my project I had no 
challenges. 
Something I learned 
from making this 
artwork was “ I can be 
an artist too” I want 
people to know about 
my work is I want 
them to know that it's 
mine because people 
steal artwork.

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



Brianna G.
Team Veritas



Hayden J.
Team Veritas



Zhamyr G. 
Team Veritas



Khamari G.
Team Veritas



I used warm colors and 
pencil. I was, inspired by 
being happy, The challenge 
was that colors I was 
creating. I overcame it 
because I can be better. I 
learned from from 
watching youtube and 
creating my own artwork. 
I want people to see my 
work. 

Naliyah B.
Team Veritas



Turkey in Disguise

Scholars created unique pieces of art by 
tracing their hands and using art media of 
their choice. 



The turkey hand I drew 
had three turkeys on it 
with a beautiful sun and 
sky. The turkeys were 
about to go to a Christmas 
party and the turkeys 
hear something. It was the 
farmer saying “I am going 
to eat you for Christmas 
dinner”. Then all the turkeys 
start running for their 
lives.

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



I used sharpies and 
crayons and I saw some 
ideas on the internet. I had 
no challenges and this was 
very fun.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



In this project I used 
markers.Something that inspired 
me to do this project was my  
imagination.A challenge that I had to 
go through was making the 
turkey’s hat and I overcame it by 
outlining before I drew  it.I learned 
that I can be an artist and 
succeed too and I also want people 
to know that it's my work 
because sometimes people steal 
artwork.

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



TURKEY HAND 

Brianna G.



Hayden J.
Team Veritas



My Turkey Hand
I used the pastel crayons and 
watercolor paint. What inspired 
me to do this artwork was 
virtual learning. I messed on 
tracing my thumb but then I 
decided to free draw it.  I 
learned that a turkey can do 
anything they want.  I want 
people to know that I had fun 
with this.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Maya P.
Team Veritas

I used pencil, and paint I 
wanted to do something 
no one will do. A 
challenge is that my 
paint messed up but I 
still worked with it I 
learned that ugly work 
can be something 
beautiful. I want people 
to know mistakes are 
fine and you can create 
something new.



My materials was pencil and 
paper, i inspired making that a 
lot to do, the challenge was the 
turkey little bit, i learned how to  
creating this artwork to keep 
going , i want people to now am 
good at work because i know 
am better.

Naliyah B.
Team Veritas



I used Paint. The outdoors inspired 
me. My challenge was outlining the 
turkey, but I used a sharpie to help 
me out. I learned more about 
Thanksgiving. I want people to 
know that with your imagination, 
anything is possible. 

Shania D.
Team Veritas





Abstract Art
Tamia Y.

Team Veritas



 

Abstract Art

I like doing art so i can get 
better. Also i do so i can grow 
up to be one like me teacher. 
That is all.

Zhamyr G.
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Pencils and color
It is so beautiful and 
nice The challenge was 
the paint. I learned that 
you get better at it
I want people to know 
that I am good at doing 
work

Naliyah B.
Team Veritas 



 I want people to know I take my time on my work and I want to be an artist kind of because 
I like making stuff and it is really fun to me and I can make money from my art work and 
draw stuff like different cartoon characters.

Drew C.



Andrew R.
Team Veritas

For my project I used 
Sketch.io. Something 
that inspired me was A 
Anime. I had no 
challenges while I was 
making this. I learned 
that I can be an artist 
even If I can’t draw 
really good. I want 
people to know that 
it’s my work.



I used my Crayons and my 
pencil. I just thought of 
different shapes and let my 
imagination take control. I didn’t 
have any challenges. I learned 
that abstract work is fun. I 
want people to notice how 
colorful my artwork is.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



I used sharpie and water 
colors. Shapes and the 
rainbow was my 
inspiration. A challenge 
was outlining the shapes 
but I did it and it was a 
success.  I learned that 
water you want to do, 
you can put your mind to 
it and you will be able to 
do it. I want people to 
learn to use you 
imagination! 

Shiana D.
Team Veritas



Abstract Art

I used pencil, markers, and a black 
Sharpie. I wanted to put my favorite 
shapes and designs. My challenge was 
when I make a lot of mistakes, my pencil 
tip always breaks. I learned that I can 
express what I feel.. That I really worked 
hard on this project.

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



Brianna G.
Team Veritas



My Abstract Art
 I used pencil, sharpie pen, colored 
pencils, and pastel crayons. What 
inspired me to create this was shapes 
and lines. I used a dark color but I was 
still able to make it bright.  I learned that 
lines and shapes create beautiful 
artwork. I want people to know that I 
liked the artwork I did.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Hayden J.
Team Veritas

I think I love the 
artwork I did. I 
think ii is funny in 
my opinion. It has 
a lot of shapes 
because I think 
shapes can be 
founded in any 
piece of 
artwork. I think 
drawing my art 
work like this is 
to show the 
weirdest of art 
work can still be 
loved by people.



Abstract art

Jayden N.
Team Veritas

I used my sketch pad. 
Something that inspired me to 
make this artwork was my 
teacher and artist. A challenge 
was lining everything up and 
trying to make it neat. I learned 
to beileve. I want people to 
know how much effort I put 
into it.



Markers, Color Pencils, 
and Sharpie. I wanted to 
do something colorful 
with a plain white 
background. A challenge 
was I had some outside 
of the line coloring and I 
realized it's ok to make 
mini mistakes. I learned 
that I did a good job and 
worked hard to get a 
beautiful artwork. I want 
people to know be 
creative and live on what 
your dream art is.

Maya



Are you sketch.io for this experiment space. When I looked at it for the first time inspired me to do this 
artwork.I  didn't have any challenges for this assignment. I learned that space is a beautiful thing. I want 
people to know that my artwork is awesome and I am awesome myself but this work has a lot of effort put 
into it. Only took five minutes but it's fine.                      Stephon C.  

     Team Veritas





Smile Dots

I used Sketch.io , Something that 
inspired me to make this was 
My Imagination , I had no 
challenges while making this, Also 
I have learned that I can 
become a better artist , and I 
want people to know that it’s 
my artwork.

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



I used a website called 
sketch.io Something that 
inspired me was myself 
and how I loved making art, 
it's really fun. A challenge 
was what I was going to 
make and how should I 
make it. I learned that if I 
keep working on it it is 
going to get better and 
better.

Jayden N.
Team Veritas



 I used paint and I used the q 
tips to paint on the paper. I 
just used my imagination to 
create the art. I had no 
challenges. I learned that Dot 
paintings take time.  I want 
people to notice how colorful 
it is.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



I used paint, and a pencil. What 
inspired me to create this 
artwork is mixing in my name 
with dots. A challenge was that I 
had to try not to give up 
because I thought it looked 
sloppy. I overcame this by saying 
to myself “anything is art”. I 
learned that anything is possible 
and art is amazingly sloppy or 
not. I want people to know that 
anything is possible and never 
give up on anything.

Maya P.
Team Veritas



The materials that I used 
for this project were 
watercolors and pencil to 
trace everything out. My 
inspiration was butterflies! 
A challenge was to make all 
the dots as perfect as 
possible but what helped me 
overcome this was to 
know that not everything 
comes out perfect and 
that is ok! I learned that all 
animals come in unique 
forms. I want people to 
know that whatever you 
want to create it your 
opinion. 

Shania D.
Team Veritas



I used a paint brush and marker and did it on sketch.io   I was inspired to do this 
because i think dots are a cool design.  My challenge was fitting the dots and patterns. I 
learned that if you believe on yourself you can overcome it and art inspires me so i 
hope my work inspires you.

Drew C.
Team Veritas



The materials I used 
was paint sharpy 
pencil and paper My 
grandfather did last 
month so what I did 
was draw his cat the 
challenge i had was 
drawing the cat what I 
learned from making 
this artwork is how 
hard it was to make 
dots the thing i want 
people to know is how 
I draw what I love. 

Hayden J.
Team Veritas



Dot Painting
I used pencil and paint to do my dot 
painting. What inspired me to this 
artwork was my stained glass 
window in my dining room. The 
challenge I overcame was using my 
fingers to make dots in the 
background. I learned that dot 
paintings can be hard. I want people 
to know how I did this artwork.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Brianna G.
Team Veritas



 Dot Painting
I used paint. I was 
inspired by the 
christmas spirit. I 
learned that it is ok to 
start over. I 
overcame being 
creative. I want to tell 
people that I did my 
best.

Tamia Y.
Team Veritas



The materials that I used were a 
piece of paper and some pencils. My 
mom standing on the horrific pole 
inspired me to do this artwork. The 
challenge was actually completing the 
artwork in approximately 1 hour. I 
overcame him by taking my time and 
putting dots all over it. 

Stephon C.
Team Veritas





 I used sharpie color 
pencil what inspired me 
to make this because 
my favorite movie is 
grinch  the challenge i 
had was drawing the 
grinch i love drawing 
the character i see in 
shows games and movie 
what i want people to 
know is i love drawing 
movie characters.

Hayden J.
Team Veritas



I used Sketch.io. Something that inspired me was my imagination. I had no challenges. I 
learned that I can be a artist . I want people to know that it’s my work.   

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



Winter Art
I used pencil, crayons, and 
markers. What inspired me to 
create this was the 
gingerbread man. I had trouble 
drawing the car but I figured it 
out. I learned that crayons and 
markers can work together. I 
want people to know that I 
laughed making this.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



I use marker paintbrush and pen. What inspires me  is the sea of wonder that inspires me to do 
this artwork.  Christmas was coming up so I thought this would be fun. I  didn’t have a challenge. I 
overcame my challenge by thinking that thinking always helps me. I learned life can be good if you 
believe in yourself because I kept messing up but got past it. I want people to know I tried my 
best.

Drew C. 



I used markers and sharpie. What inspired 
me to create this artwork is that 
christmas is in 3 days so I wanted to do 
something christmas themed. A challenge 
was that I didn't know what type or colors 
I should use for my artwork. I overcame 
this by asking my mom and dad what I 
should do. I learned that if you don't know 
what to do, ask someone and they might 
help you or give you an idea.. I want people 
to know is that dont give up and have an 
idea to make your artwork amazing.

Maya P.
Team Veritas



Laila
Team Veritas



Winter

I used paint, and a pencil to 
outline this drawing. The 
challenge was outlining the tree. 
My sister helped me to do the 
tree. I learned that winter can be 
fun! I want people to know that 
whatever you want to do, you 
can do it! 

Shania D.
Team Veritas





Andrew R.
Team Veritas

 I used Sketch.io. 
Something that 
inspired me to make 
this was my 
Imagination. I had no 
challenges while 
making this. Also I 
have learned that I 
can become a better 
artist. I want people 
to know that it’s my 
artwork.



Andrew R.
Team Veritas



For my self portrait I use markers paper 
pencil color pencils as myself the thing that 
inspired me to do this project is me because 
I just want to become a very good drawing 
artist so I said to myself if I want become a 
drawing artist I need to do this the challenge 
was that when I first did it in art class I was 
sad and I was crying because I couldn’t do it 
but my dad told me Believe in yourself and he 
helped me and I got it something that I learned 
from this is that not all the time you have to 
give up you just have to believe in yourself 
what I want people to know is this was a 
hard project and I was about to give up but I 
couldn’t I was to strong to let myself down. 

Jazae B.
Team Veritas



The materials i used was sharpies 
nothing really inspired me to make this 
artwork but i would like to the 
challenge i overcame was drawing a 
nose because i'm really bad at drawing 
it what i did learn from creating this 
artwork is i hate drawing myself 
because self portrait  are really aint 
my type of style what i want people to 
know is i'm better at drawing cartoon 
then myself. 

Hayden J.
Team Veritas



Self-Portrait

What inspired me to do this was 
myself! The challenge was 
drawing the shapes but I used a 
toothpick to help me draw little 
stars. I learned to be creative. I 
want people to know that when 
you are drawing yourself, be as 
creative as you can!

Shania D.
Team Veritas



My Self Portrait
I used pencils and crayons. What inspired 
me was to make myself. The challenge I 
faced when making this was drawing my 
nose but I kept trying and I succeeded. I 
learned that a self portrait doesn't have 
to look exactly like yourself. I want 
people to know that I tried my best to 
draw this art.

Nyla T.

Team Veritas



Maya P.
Team Veritas





 I used paper and elmers glue.I 
just used my imagination. I had no 
challenges. I learned that making 
a paper sculpture is fun. I want 
people to notice my creativity.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



I use color paper glue and my hands. What inspires me  is the sea of wonder that inspires me 
to do this artwork.  Christmas was coming up so I thought this would be fun. I  didn’t have a 
challenge. I overcame my challenge by thinking that thinking always helps me. I learned life can 
be good if you believe in yourself because I kept messing up but got past it. I want people to 
know I tried my best.

Drew C.
Team Veritas



Baby Bear and Mama Bear

I used paper and glue. I was 
inspired by my favorite animals, 
bears. The challenge was getting 
glue on my hands. I learned that 
making sculptures are cool. 

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



Paper Playground

Laila T.
Team Veritas



 I used a cereal box, 1 can, 1 
water bottle, and a vanilla 
wafer box. I just used my 
creativity to create this.I had 
no challenges. I noticed that 
making this was very fun. I 
want people to notice my 
creativity.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



Paper Skate Park

I cut construction paper glue and scissors. 
What inspired me was I want to do skating and 
it's really hard for me so I just wanted to make 
an example. A challenge was I didn't know where 
I wanted to put paper but I overcame it by 
searching up pictures. What I learned was it 
was a great example. I I want people to know is 
draw something you want to do and it is a 
great example for you.

Maya P.
Team Veritas



Paper Art
Start your paragraph here: 
I used paper and a piece of a box 
from Ritz crackers. What inspired 
me to create this was recycled 
objects. I had trouble figuring out 
what to make. I learned that you 
can make any art with paper and 
cardboard. I want people to know I 
tried my best.   

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Assemblage Sculpture

I use color pennies, water bottles and my hands. What 
inspires me  is the sea of wonder that inspires me to 
do this artwork.  Christmas was coming up so I 
thought this would be fun. I  didn’t have a challenge. I 
overcame my challenge by thinking that thinking always 
helps me. I learned life can be good if you believe in 
yourself because I kept messing up but got past it. I 
want people to know I tried my best and is a piggy 
bank.

Drew C.
Team Veritas



Water Bottle Art

I used water bottles. A 
flower inspired me. The 
bottle kept falling apart. I 
learned to trust the process 
I want people you can 
make art out of trash. 

Tamia Y.
Team Veritas



I use a ginger ale bottle pieces of paper and a straw. I just wanted to make a mini tornado. A 
challenge for me was cutting a hole in the bottom of the ginger ale bottle and I overcame it by 
asking my dad for help. I want people to learn from my artwork is always ask for help because 
you can succeed, I people to to know is always try your best and you can do anything 
because you are creative.

Nyla T.       
Team Veritas



Hayden J



Twin Towers

I used bottles, cups, jugs, crazy glue, 
and straws. I always liked towers. The 
challenge was when I got the glue on 
my fingers. I learned that I like my 
work. I want people to know that you 
can do a lot with trash..

Jayden G.
Team Veritas



Bittersweet
I used a poster board, 7 boxes of candy, colored pencils, 4 
cars , and 3 ninjas. I wanted to do something for Martin Luther 
King. It was a challenge to get the boxes to stand up , but I 
was able to stack them by height and weight and tape them 
down. I learned that making sculptures is fun and you can be 
creative. You can use anything to create a sculpture. I want 
people to know that everyone can be a artist

Andrew R.
Team Veritas



I used a box of taco shells and added 
blue and pink paper. What inspired me 
was to make a girl. I had trouble 
building the girl.  I learned that a taco 
box can make great art. I want people to 
know that I named her Sally.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas



Final Projects

Scholars had a choice of art 
materials and media to create 
their final projects with.



I used a pencil and I drew this on paper
I was just thinking about making my own 
Among us character but instead I drew this 
theme. I had no challenges creating this 
artwork. I learned that it’s fun making your 
own Among us characters and exploring 
different ways to make themes. I want 
people to notice the shapes.

Ahmose C.
Team Veritas



My final project for this project i 
use a plastic plate and tape and 
paint the reason i use these 
color is because there were 
some paints i didn't use in a 
long time so i wanted to use 
these  and i was doing thing all 
night and i really love art this 
was a fun class i enjoyed it 

Jazae B.
Team Veritas



I used cardboard and paint and 
construction paper. I saw people 
throwing away stuff so I decided to 
do it. A challenge was painting 
because it took all night but I did it. I 
learned to keep going so that you 
won’t have to do it tomorrow. I want 
people to know that I stayed up all 
night painting.

Jayden N.
Team Veritas



 I used paint, watercolor paint, paper, a 
paint brush, and my hands. Wonder 
inspired me to do this artwork.  
Christmas was coming up so I thought 
this would be fun. I didn’t have a 
challenge. I overcame my challenge by 
thinking that thinking always helps me. 
I learned life can be good if you believe 
in yourself because I kept messing up 
but got past it. I want people to know I 
tried my best.

Drew C.
Team Veritas



Maya P. 
Team Veritas



The Beach 

I used crayons. I love to go to the beach.. I 
learned that I want to go to the beach 
now.

Jayden G.
Team Veritas 



Hayden J
Team Veritas

I used paint pen and sketch 
book paper what inspired me 
to make this it is a game and 
my friends and my cousin 
asked me to do it and i did the 
challenge I overcame was 
doing it in pen what I learned I 
love drawing video game 
characters what i want people 
to know is I have fun drawing 
and love drawing characters 
from games.  



What Inspired me to do this 
artwork was all the racism in 
the world. I used paint. I had 
trouble drawing the phist. I 
learned how hard it is to 
draw on a canvas. I want 
people to know why i painted 
this.

Nyla T.
Team Veritas


